
Future-proofing your law firm

But …remember

About us

LEGALTECH PATHWAY SCOPED SOLUTION

FULLY INTEGRATED

SOLUTION

MANAGED IT

Get in touch!

Use case

Tech should empower, , lawyersnot replace

Clients demand more for less, yet

Lawyers spend too much time on mundane repetitive tasks:

Surfacing relevant

information from 
documentstakes too long

According to Bloomberg Law,

84% of law firms and 63% of

in-house legal departments 
praise tech for boosting their 
efficiency.


Bloomberg Law survey

Minter Ellison underwent an

organization-wide digital

transformation. They streamlined
their IT processes and saved 
close to30,000 hours per year in 
legal ops.

Minter Ellison - Gartner

Compliance

mistakes are costly

Document preparation

is time-consuming

Increasing complexity

of technology doesn’t help
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Communication Storage SecurityDigital
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CRM Reporting

Document and 
contract review


Compliance / 
risk analytics


Legal analytics

eDiscovery

Legal researchSubstantive
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We help legal teams automate repetitive tasks so they can reduce 
the time associates spend on non-billable or less profitable work.

By combining legal best practices and our experience in automation, 
our proven process can reduce time on key workflows like document 
reviews by as much as half, while avoiding mistakes, ensuring 
compliance, and managing risk.

We’re committed to finding and improving key areas that benefit 
from workflow automation, creating more billable time for higher 
value work to the firm.

Firms that fail to take advantage of legal technology, or that don’t 
adapt to the new realities it presents, risk losing clients to more 
forward-thinking companies.

If your firm is looking to stay ahead of the curve, we can help.

Responding to Data Subject Access Requests

+ tech approach

Legal tech is 

not a silver 

bullet
Simple digital 

workflows with 

proven tech work 

best

Focus on adding 

value to your 

clients

hello@1d.works+351 910 839 562

1d.works linkedin.com/company/1d-works

Identify the area with the most ROI



Software application focused on a 
particular problem



Not integrated with the rest of your IT 
systems

IT health-check


   - Are you using IT 
effectively? is your IT team the 
right size and shape?


   - Where do you stand with 
your peers on legaltech?


Legaltech roadmap


   - Analysis of gaps compared 
to best practices


   - Identify ways to improve 
and innovate with legaltech 
solutions

Continued strategizing and 
development



Implementation of new features as 
needed



Full availability for support

Software application or plugin 
integrated with your IT systems and 
processes


Support and maintenance

SecurityStorage

ReportingAccounting

Communication

Document and knowledge management

Document

automation


Contract drafting

DSAR

DSARs are costly: according to   
The Data Privacy Group, 
DSARs are costing UK 
businesses between £72,000 
and £336,000 a year

Acting proactively is key

Secure data storage, efficient 
datadiscovery and document 
management

technologies can significantly 
reduce theresponse time

Automatically identify and 
redact therelevant information

Deduplicate to make the review 
processfaster

Exclude sensitive data from 
from any third party

Easily share the disclosure via 
a secure link

DSARs must be actioned 
within 30 days, leaving firms 
scramblingto locate, identify 
and redact personal data that 
can go back years

OUR
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CRM

https://aboutblaw.com/Tzg
https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/customer-success-stories/drive-growth-through-digital-innovation-and-transformation
https://1d.works/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1d-works

